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I am nolY bringing in Ohio AG! officey'organized crime inwstigation commission. The connections to the same group that have
been targeting

LJ NeelyPetrie-Blanchard
2.) Timottry Charles Holmseth, watchdog journalist and informant
3) Jessie Marie Czebotar
4.) and others
and now myself as their escrow agent of their information (keeping it outside of the courts and BAR s!,stem)

I am bringing this to your attention via E Clause. LLC who was doing loss prevention and auditing on behalf of the US Congress
via title 42

See attached info regarding Christopher Edward Hallett as CEO, murdered on November 15, 2020.
Much of Chris's information began in the States of Ohio&Florida. Same with Timothy Charles Holmseth (Minnesota/Ohio &
Florida) . Now the same with myself. Same group.

Please see attached Chris's investigations information and who was involved, labeled Sharia Lawsuit Notification. Chris Hallett
and Kirk Pendergrass audited Timothy Holmseth's and Neely Petrie-Blanchard's cases underthis operation. (Neely's husband is in
the Coast Guard, in Pensacola Fl - Robert Petrie)

The murder of Christopher E. Hallett should be moved out of the State of Florida's AG hands and into a military cour! in my
opinion.

Best Reqardt
Randi Erickson

Part of this group is Ashley Cooper Brown out of Two Harbors MN, which she states after 10 days after Chris's murde4 they have

Chris's computer. (See attached post she did with a threat).. Ashley Cooper Brown works withlE|IEp,!flas
stripped of his trident as a Navy Seal and all benefits.

Attached see a brief of information regarding Ohio AG's office/organized crime invedigations commission
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